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Absorption and excitation spectra of lanthanides molybdates and tungstates were measured and analyzed. Probabilitles of electronic transitions
were analysed on the basis of the Judd-Ofelt theory. The significant differences of intensities were observed. Those differences could result from the
symmetry changes, cooperative effects and electron-phonon interaction. The
elucidation of intensities given by separate mechanisms needs further investigation.
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1. Introduction

Recently a big effort was made to explain the nature of optical properties of lanthanides tungstates and molybdates. The main interest of these investigations concerns the energy transfer and energy migration in one-, two and
three-dimensional systems; with one and more site symmetry positions [1-3].
The single crystals of neodymium tungstates and molybdates of types
KLn(WO4)2 and KLn(MoO4)2 and doped ΚY(MoO4)2:Ln are especially interesting for the reason of their applications [4]. Numerous studies have been made on
vibronic transition associated with 4f-4f transitions of rare earth ions in crystals.
The vibronic transitions observed in optical spectra reflect electron-lattice interaction, which also causes variations of nonradiative transitions types [5]. These
studies can explain what types of phonons are coupled in the vibronic transitions
and what sort of mechanism can explain their intensities [6].
On the other hand, the dimensionality of the systems is an important parameter of the relaxation dynamics of metal ions in solids which imposes the restriction
on ion-ion interaction. These types of investigations are the newest and of great
importance in explanation of both the concentration dependence of intensities of
optical lines and the structure of optical lines [7].
(909)
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In this paper we would like to explain: (a) the differences in electronic transition intensities of neodymium tungstates and molybdates on the basis of absorption spectra and (b) the differences in vibronic stuctures of optical bands in both
the types of crystals, basing on the excitation spectra at 77 Κ and absorption
spectra at 5 Κ.
2. Experimental

The single crystals of KLn(MoO4)2 and ΚLn(WO4)2 were grown from using
the method described by Klevtsova et al. [8].
The absorption spectra at 300 and 5 Κ were measured using Cary-Varian 5
spectrophotometer. The intensity analysis was performed according to the procedure described in Ref. [9].
Excitation spectra were detected by SPF-500 SOPRA spectrofluorometer.
The analysis of vibronisc sidebands was performed on the basis of IR and Raman
spectra [10].
3. Results and discussion
Figures 1 3 show the absorption spectra of neodymium tungstate and molybdate at 300 and 5 Κ and excitation spectra of europium single crystals at 77 Κ.
In both the cases the complex stucture of the bands is remarkable, as well as
the significant differences in their intensities mainly for transitions observed in
absorption spectra. Besides main electronic lines, rich vibronic stucture of bands
is observed.
Crystallographic data for monoclinic tungstates and molybdates indicate
complex polymeric structure of the investigated single crystals. From X-ray analysis and IR and Raman spectra Klevtsova and Volkova concluded that two main
classes were presented in the case of tungstates [11]. In the former europium compound crystallized creating dimeric subunits of W2O10 types, while in the latter
one, neodymium formed subunits of W4O8 fi type with two nonequivalent W sites.
In this way the sandwich layer stucture is composed of periodical LnO8 and ΚO12
repited polyhedra. Those differences in the crystal stucture are reflected in IR and
Raman spectra [10, 12].
In the case of molybdates of series of lanthanides some small differences
can be found. Neodymium molybdate plays an intermediate role in this series,
the probable stucture containing separate tetrahedra of MO4 units exists, while
europium seems to crystallize in dimeric type structure. In both types of structures LnO 8 polyhedra are formed with only little differences in their symmetry
distortion.
What effect, if any, of these polymeric structures is observed in the electron
spectroscopy of the systems under investigation? In Table I there are compiled
the oscillator strength values and the Judd-Ofelt parameters for ΚNd(MoO4)2
and ΚLn(WO4)2 single crystals. The significant differences are observed in the
values of oscillator strengths and τλ parameters for neodymium tungstate and
molybdate. On the other hand, all the oscillator strength values are drastically
-
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increased compared to those observed in the spectra of lanthanide aquoion and
other lanthanide compounds with dimeric or polymeric stucture [13].
What are the faction which can affect the intensities of electronic transition for the same ion? They are: symmetry, polarizability and, connected with
covalency, vibronic coupling and ion-pairs interaction. Judging from the available
X-ray and Ili, data for two types of compounds of tungstates and molybdates, the
site symmetry of Nd 3 + ion changes from C2 for the former to Cs for the latter.
Such changes of symmetry cannot explain the drastical changes in intensities.
Similar changes of symmetry for the set of lanthanide polymeric carboxylates
did not follow the drastical differences in intensities [13]. Moreover, the intensities
of carboxylates are four or three times lower. Let us consider the Ln-O bonding lengths. In dimeric carboxylates Nd 2 Ala 2 (Η 2 O) 4 they are equal to 2.491 for
—24eW8Glf2N497_/.o5daxrew-hqOuOp—ts,Ρ13x0
and 3885 x 10 -8 , respectively (Table I). The intensities of 4Ι9/2 —ł 4G5/2, 2G7/2
transitions in the neodymium tungstate spectra are comparable to those observed
in DMF solution of lanthanide nitrates [9], explained by polarizability mechanism
of Mason [14], and are little higher than those found for lanthanide nitrate [15].
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Tο our knowledge, however, such high intensities as observed in molybdates have
not been observed up to now in solids. This enhancement of intensities could be a
result of different polarizability of tetrameric and separated MO4 - stuctures. It
can lead to the change in intensities of hypersensitive transition of Nd 3 + ion.
Moreover, external vibrational mode attributed to the translational and rotational motions of the unit cell differs significantly for two types of compounds. The
relative intensities of internal vibration at 600-800 cm -1 to those at 400 cm -1
increase for molybdate. These effects must influence the electron-phonon coupling
of the systems under investigation. An additional cooperative interaction appears
between lanthanide ion pairs composed by two LnO8 polyhedra in tungstate, giving very short Nd-Nd distance (= 4.21 Å) — which is much shorter than that
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in dimeric Ln2Ala2(Η2O)4 carboxylate, where ion-pair interaction was stated.
Ion-pair interaction could be produced by exchange interaction which varies according to exp[-2R/L], where L is the effective ion radius of the rare earth ion
and operates only over short distances. Additional interaction can appear through
the anion intermediary by superexchange interaction. These interactions can lead
to an increase in intensities as well. Now we could not distinguish the intensities
given by different mechanisms — it needs further investigation of the diluted systems. Similarly, at this moment Nd-Nd distance in the molybdate is not available,
thus it is difficult to elucidate particular mechanisms and participations in overall
intensity caused by them.
Coupling of two neodymium ions in dimer yields inhomogeneous broadening
of optical lines. Ηigh resolution measurement performed at 5 K leads to broadening
of the band corresponding to 4I9/2 — 2Ρ1/2 transition (half-width ≈ 26 cm -1 )
in both the single crystals. Similar shapes of optical lines were observed in two
types of neodymium dimers with DL-alanine and L-isoleucine, confirming thus
the relation between dimeric structure and spectroscopy parameters close to the
pseudodisordered effect.
Electron-phonon coupling is quite well observable at 5 K in high spectral
region of electronic transitions, obeying the selection rule ΔJ = 20aswel,
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in excitation spectra of europium single crystals. Two questions need reply: (a)
why are differences in intensities of vibronic components observed in excitation
and emission spectra and (b) what is the change of intensities of vibronic sidebands in lanthanide molybdates and tungstates. Table II compiles both the Stark
components of electronic lines and energies of vibration modes composed of them.
The vibronic lines were assigned on the basis of IR and Raman data [10]. Only
those lines are listed which are repeated in the absorption and excitation spectra
of neodymium and europium compounds.
According to Blasse's considerations, the differences in intensities of vibronic
sidebands in excitation and emission spectra can be given both by the values of
matrix elements of u( 2 ) tensor operator for different electronic transition ( 5D0,2
and 7F0 , 2 ) and by an appropriate energy domi-nation Δ included in relevant closure relation of Judd [16]. The change in intensities of vibronic components in
neodymium molybdate and tungstate could be considered on the basis of theoretical model. Indeed, the change in polarizability of oxygen atoms involved in
different clathrates and free MO4 — polyhedra can follow the intensity variation.
An additional effect can be widening of the region of external vibration modes
in IR spectra, providing probably better conditions for electron—phonon coupling
with respect to the gap between the Stark components of electronic lines.
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